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What is so important about garage doors? 

Your garage door is the largest moving part in 

most homes.  It is used multiple times per day 

at any hour and in all seasons. Yet, when 

homeowners think of household hazards the 

garage door is often overlooked.  Garage doors, 

particaulary older models, can be very 

dangerous. So properly maintaining a door and 

opener mechanism is essiential.  

How often should I Inspect the garage door? 

We recommend inspecting the garage door and 

opener on a monthly basis and having it 

inspected and serviced by a professional on an 

annual basis.  

What should I look for? 

The most important inspection step is to 

observe your garage door in action everytime 

you use it. Look and listen. Does it operate 

smoothly and silently or does it make grinding 

noises and is jerky when operated. Do both 

sides of the system look symetrical? (check 

springs, pulleys, rollers and cables) Note any 

adverse conditions and make repairs or call for 

service by a professional. 

1. Check and tighten hardware 

2. Inspect and replace rollers 

3. Check weather stripping 

4. Lubricate moving parts 

5. Inspect cables 

What type of safety features are on a garage 

door? 

Most modern garage doors have 2 built in 

safety features: mechanical and photo electric. 

These will cause the door to reverse if it 

encounters an obstruction or excessive 

resistance.  The mechanical feature is 

sometimes referred to as the “pressure 

reverse” if the door encounters an object when 

closing it should reverse direction and go back 

up.  

The photoelectric option employs a set of photo 

eyes (sensors) that 

project a beam 

across the lower 

portion of the door 

opening.  This 

device will stop and 

reverse a door if a 

child, animal or an 

object is sitting or passes through the beams 

path.  These sensors should not be mounted 
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higher than 6” from the floor. These have been 

required since 1993 on all openers.  

What tests can I conduct?    

Test the door to see if it is balanced. An 

unbalanced door will have to work harder to 

open and close. This places unnecessary stress 

on the opener mechanism and will result in 

premature failure. 

To test the balance of a door, pull on the 

manual safety release cord and open/lift the 

door manually to about the halfway point.  A 

properly balanced door should remain in that 

positon.  If it doesn’t then it is improperly 

balanced and requires adjustment. Adjusting 

the balancing mechanisms and springs is best 

left to a professional. 

Check the auto reverse or photo cells for proper 

operation.  To test the photoelectric 

system/sensors, open the door then press the 

operator button to close the door move an 

object through the beam’s path. The door 

should reverse. If it does not repeat the test to 

be sure and if the same results is obtained then 

call for service by a professional. 

Why did the home inspector call out the 

pressure reverse when it seems to be working 

fine? 

Most manufacture’s recommend testing the 

pressure reverse by placing a 2x4 wood block 

on the ground and closing the door. For liability 

reasons and to prevent damage to the door 

most home inspectors do not test the door 

using this method. Damage to the door if it fails 

to reverse will result.  Instead they rely on their 

experence and judement when testing the door 

to determine if it is operating properly. 

Generally, this involves placing their hands 

under the door when it is closing and providing 

resistance by pulling up or bumping the door to 

acuate the reversing mechaism. This is not a 

precise or 

exact 

process and 

is very 

subjective 

and as such 

you may obtain a difference of opinion when it 

is tested by others.  

What Repairs Can I make? 

Most repairs should be made by a qualified 

garage door contactor. You should limit your 

activities to inspection and maintenance. 

Adjusting or replacing springs should only be 

done by a professional, as personal injury is 

possible.   

The garage door quit working? 

On newer homes the garage door outlet is 

ground fault protected. Check the ground fault 

reset to ensure it has not tripped or check the 

electrical panel for a tripped breaker. If the 

garage door still does not work call for service. 

  

The garage starts to close then opens. 

Check to make sure there is nothing in the path 

of the photoelectric sensors. If the path is clear 

then the sensors may be misaligned or 

defective. 
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The power is off and I need to get out of the 

garage.  

Pull on the red 

cord/handle this will 

release the door from 

the opener 

mechanism and you 

will be able to open 

and close the door manually.  

The home inspector recommended additional 

supports and reinforcement? 

Most garage doors are made from a very light 

gauge metal to help reduce the weight of the 

door.  Since this 

metal is very 

thin it is subject 

to flexing which 

can result in 

stress cracking 

and failure of 

the door panel. Most manufactures recommend 

the addition one or more stiffing struts at key 

points on the door assembly. At a minimum one 

strut should be along the top of the door.  They 

may also 

recommend 

additional support 

where the opener 

arm attaches to the 

door as this is a point 

of high stress. 

How can I prevent damage to my garage door? 

There are several common causes for garage 

door damage. One of the most common is 

personal items falling or becoming lodged in the 

garage door track. Garden tools, bats and other 

such objects should not be stored near the 

garage door track. Another common cause of 

garage door damage is from automobiles. Make 

sure to check that the door has opened fully 

and stopped before you enter or exit the 

garage. Finally, children should not be allowed 

to open or play with the garage door.  Mounting 

the opener control at least 5 feet above the 

floor is advised to prevent small children from 

reaching it.  

My door has minor damage can I still use it? 

Even though the door appears to work fine with 

repeated use even minor damage can result in 

failure. Any panels that exhibits cracks in the 

metal or deterioration of the wood should be 

replaced. Remember, failure of the garage door 

can result in damage to personal property (your 

car) or injury.  

My old door/opener works fine does it need 

replacement? 

Even with proper maintenance all mechanical 

devices will eventually fail. This hold true for 

garage doors too.  Inherently products are 

improved over time and as a result newer doors 

will be safer than an older door. If you door and 

opener mechanism are 20 years or older it may 
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be time for replacement. Power openers built 

before 1993 should be upgraded/replace with a 

newer model that incorporates all the current 

safety features. 

More Information 

Door and Access System Manufacture’s 

Association 

http://www.dasma.com/dasma-pages/safety/DASMA-safety-tips-garage-door-openers.asp
http://www.dasma.com/dasma-pages/safety/DASMA-safety-tips-garage-door-openers.asp

